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Abstract

Let f={w1, w2, … , wN} be a set of N strings, a string s is an N-Common Subsequence (N-CS) of f, if and only if,
s is a subsequence of each of the N strings of f. Hence, the N-Longest Common Subsequence (N-LCS) problem
is defined as follows: Given a set of N strings f={w1, w2, … , wN} find an N-CS of f of maximum length. When
N>2, the N-LCS problem becomes NP-hard [Maier 78] and even hard to be approximated [Jiang and Li 95]. 
In this paper, we present A heuristic algorithm, adopting a regions approach, for the N-LCS problem, where
N�2. Our algorithm is O(N*L*log(L)) in computing time, where L is the maximum length of a string. During
each recursive call to our algorithm :
We look for the longest common substrings that appear in the different strings. If we have more than one longest
common substring, we do a filtering. 

Additional Key Words and Phrases: strings, common subsequences, divide-and-conquer strategy,
algorithms, complexities.
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INTRODUCTION

Let s = s1s2 ... sm and w = w1w2 ... wn be two strings, we say that a string s is a

subsequence of a string w if and only if there is a mapping F : {l, 2, ... , m} → {1, 2, ... ,

n} such that F(i) = k if and only if si= wk and F is a monotone strictly increasing function,

i.e., F(i) = u, F(j) = v and i<j imply that u<v [Hirschberg 75].

Let f={w1, w2, … , wN} be a set of N strings, a string s is an N-Common Subsequence

(N-CS) of f, if and only if, s is a subsequence of each of the N strings of f.

The N-Longest Common Subsequence (N-LCS) problem is defined as follows : Given

a set of N strings f={w1, w2, … , wN} find an N-CS of f of maximum length.

The N-LCS problem is one of the classical problems studied in Computer Science and

has variants in other areas like Molecular Biology. Indeed, one variant of the N-LCS

problem is the Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) one. In this problem, we deal with

the alignment of a number of strings coding biological macromolecules to find similarities

between these macromolecules [Pearson and Lipman 88, Altschul et al. 90, Evans 99,

Jiang et al. 00, Lin et al. 02, Blin et al 05, Bereg and Zhu 05, Elloumi and Mokaddem

08]. The MSA problem is NP-Complete [Wang and Jiang 94].
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Most of the existing algorithms deal with the 2-LCS problem and its variants

[Andrejkova 98, Arslan and Egecioglu 04, Arslan and Egecioglu 05], because these

problems are polynomial. When N>2, the N-LCS problem becomes NP-hard [Maier 78]

and even hard to be approximated [Jiang and Li 95]. In this case, it is interesting to

describe polynomial algorithms to construct CS of lengths close to the one of the LCS.

We distinguish two types of algorithms of construction of a CS to a set of strings : 

(i) Either algorithms adopting a Dynamic Programming (DP) approach [Bellman 57,

Bellman and Dreyfus 62]. By using these algorithms, we proceed in two steps : 

During the first step, we compute a distance between all the strings to be compared :

the computation of the distances between longer substrings is made by using the results of

the computations of the distances between shorter substrings. We reiterate this process

until the distance between all the strings is computed.

During the second step, we construct recursively the CS associated with the value of

the computed distance : the construction of the CS associated the distances between longer

substrings is made by using CS associated with the distances between shorter substrings.

We reiterate this process until the CS associated with the distance between all the strings is

constructed.

These DP algorithms of construction of a CS to a set of strings are, actually, a

generalization of DP algorithms of construction of a CS to two strings [Needleman et

Wunsch 70, Wagner et Fischer 74, Sellers 80]. Among these algorithms, we mention the

one of Sankoff [Sankoff 75], the one of Waterman et al. [Waterman et al. 76] and the one

of Altschul and Lipman [Altschul and Lipman 89]. Sankoff's algorithm has complexities of

O(2
N

*L
N

) in computing time and O(L
N

) in memory space, where N is the number of the

strings and L is the maximum length of a string, and those of Waterman et al. and Altschul

and Lipman have comparable complexities to those of Sankoff's one.

(ii) Or algorithms adopting a regions approach : these algorithms are based on the

alignment of common substrings. The substrings kept are those that minimize a certain

function. The list of these substrings, sorted by their order of appearance in the strings to

be compared, constitutes a CS reflecting structural similarities that exist between these

strings. Among these algorithms, we mention the one of Hakata and Imai [Hakata and Imai

92], the ones of Irving and Fraser [Irving and Fraser 92], the one of Vitte [Vitte 96], the

ones of Bonizzoni et al. [Bonizzoni et al. 01]. The algorithm of Hakata and Imai is of

complexity O(N*L*|A|+D*N*|A|*(logN−3(L)+logN−2(|A|))) in computing time, those of
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Irving and Fraser are respectively of complexities O(N*L*(L–l)N-1) and O(N*l(L–

l)N-1+N*L*|A|), the one of Vitte is of complexity O(|A|*(L/|A|)N) and the ones Bonizzoni et

al. are respectively of complexities O(N*L3*log(L)) and O(N*L4*log(L)), where N is the

number of the strings, L is the length of a string, D is the number of dominant matches, A

is the alphabet and l is the length of an LCS.

In this paper, we present A Heuristic algorithm, adopting a regions approach, for the

N-LCS problem, where N�2. Our algorithm is O(N*L
2

*log(L)) in computing time, where

L is the maximum length of a string. During each recursive call to our algorithm :

We look for the longest common substrings that appear in the different strings. If we

have more than one longest common substring, we do a filtering. The filtering is achieved

in two steps :

(i) During the first step, we a do a horizontal filtering : We filter the different

occurrences, in a string, of a same longest common substring.

(ii) During the second step, we a do a vertical filtering : We filter the alignments

associated with the different longest common substrings.

In the first section of this paper, we give some definitions and notations.

In the second section, we describe our algorithm of construction of a CS to a set of

strings, then, we evaluate its time complexity.

In the third section, we measure the performances of our algorithm.

Finally, in the last section, we present our conclusion.

1. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATIONS

Let A be a finite alphabet, a string is an element of A
*

, it is a concatenation of

elements of A. The length of a string w, denoted by |w|, is the number of the characters that

constitute this string. By convention, the null length string will be denoted by ε and A

+
=A

*
\{ε}. A portion of w beginning at the position i and ending at the position j, 0<i�j�|

w|, is called substring of w. When i=1 and 1�j�n the substring w1,j is called prefix of w and

when 1�i�n and j=n then the substring wi,n is called suffix of w.

Let f be a set of strings, a Common Subsequence (CS) to the strings of f is a list of

substrings that appear in the same order, and without overlappings, in all the strings of f.

The length of a CS s, denoted by |s|, is the sum of the lengths of the substrings that make up
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s. The null length CS will be denoted by λ. A CS s, s=[sw1, sw2, … , swn], will be denoted

by sw1 → sw2 → … → swn. A portion of s beginning at swi and ending at swj, 0<i�j �n, is

called sub-CS of s and will be denoted by swi → swi+1 → … → swj.

A list px=[p1, p2, … , pN]x made up by the positions of the first characters of x, in

the strings w1, w2, …, wN, is called alignment of x. The width of an alignment px, denoted

by δ(px), is defined by : 

δ(px)= maxi∈[��� .. N]{pi}

mini∈[��� .. N ]{pi}
(1)
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Fig. 1. δ(p
x
) is the width of the alignment p

x
.

2. CONSTRUCTION OF A COMMON SUBSEQUENCE 

Let f={w1, w2, … , wN} be a set of strings and s be an N-CS to f, the more s is made

up by longer substrings the more s is longer. It is within this scope that we deal with the N-

LCS problem, N>2.

2.1. Description of the Algorithm

Our algorithm of construction of an N-CS to a set of strings f={w1, w2, … , wN},

operates by a divide-and-conquer strategy [Aho et al. 74] : first, we locate a longest
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common substring, let us call it sw, appearing, approximately, in the same position in all
the strings of f. This substring partitions each string wi into three smaller substrings : wil,

sw and wir such that wi=wilswwir. This partition gives rise to two new sets : f1={w1l, w2l,

… , wNl} and f2={w1r, w2r, … , wNr}. Then, we process, recursively, f1 and f2 in the

same way as f. Let us call, respectively, s1 and s2 the N-CS to f1 and f2. Then, the N-CS to

f is s=s1 → sw → s2.

w
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Fig. 2.     t
1

 (resp. t
2

) is the concatenation of strings of f
1

(resp. f
2

)

The construction of the longest common substring to the strings of f can be made via

an adaptation of Ukkonen’s online linear algorithm [Ukkonen 95] to construct a

Generalized Suffix Tree (GST) that represent the different substrings that appear in the

strings of f.

If we have more than one longest common substring, we make a filtering. The

filtering is achieved in two steps :

During the first step, we make a horizontal filtering : It consists in filtering the

different occurrences, in a string, of a same longest common substring. We operate as

follows : with each longest common substring, we associate a pivot string. This string can

be the one that contains the maximum number of occurrences of this longest common

substring. At the level of this string, we align each occurrence of this longest common

substring with the (N-1) nearest occurrences appearing in the (N-1) other strings. The

alignment kept is the one that has the smallest width. Then, for a longest common

substring, we consider, at the level of each string, only the occurrence taking part of the

alignment that has the smallest width. Hence, for each longest common substring, we will

have one occurrence per string. 

During the second step, we make a vertical filtering : It consists in filtering the

alignments associated with the different longest common substrings : we consider, only,
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the alignment with the smallest width. The longest common substring associated with this

alignment is considered to be as the only longest common substring to the strings of f.

2.2. Time Complexity of the Algorithm

In this section, we study time complexity of our algorithm. Let N be the number of the

strings and L be the maximum length of a string. We call CS, the algorithm that constructs

CS, LC_substrings, the algorithm that constructs the longest common substrings, Filtering,

the algorithm that filters the longest common substrings, and Sub_CS, the recursive

algorithm that constructs sub-CS.

Time complexity of Filtering is O(N*L
2

). In fact, during each iteration (common

substring) of Filtering : 

(i) First, we make a horizontal filtering, i.e., we locate the corresponding minimum

width alignment. This step is achieved by using a time of complexity O(N*L).

(ii) Then, we make a vertical filtering : we have to check-up the corresponding width.

Time complexity of this check-up is O(1). Hence, when we make a vertical filtering then

each iteration of Filtering is of complexity O(N*L) in computing time.

Let us call r the maximum length of a common substring. The number of the common

substrings with lengths equal to r is, at most, equal to (L-r). Then we do, at most, (L-r)

iterations. Hence, Filtering is of complexity O(N*L
2

) in computing time.

Time complexity of Sub_CS is O(N*L
2

*log(L)). Indeed, each call to Sub_CS

generates one call to LC_substrings and another one to Filtering. The respective time

complexities of these algorithms are O(N*L) [Ukkonen 95] and O(N*L
2

). Then, time

complexity of each call to Sub_CS is O(N*L2). On the other hand, each call to Sub_CS

generates, at most, two other recursive calls to Sub_CS. Then, for strings with maximum

length equal to L, we have, at most, log2(L) recursive levels. Hence, time complexity of

Sub_CS is O(N*L
2

*log(L)).
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CS calls, successively, LC_substrings, Filtering and Sub_CS. The respective time

complexities of these three algorithms are O(N*L), O(N*L
2

) and O(N*L
2

*log(L)). Then,

time complexity of CS is O(N*L
2

*log(L)).

3. MEASURES OF THE ALGORITHM PERFORMANCES

In this section, we measure the performances of our algorithm by comparing the

lengths of the N-CS, constructed thanks to our algorithm, to those of the N-LCS.

Let s and lcs be, respectively, an N-CS and an N-LCS to f. Let us call the rate

defined by :

100*
  

lcs

s
=θ

(2)

We have used this rate to compare the lengths of the N-CS, constructed thanks to

our algorithm, to those of the N-LCS. We have made this comparison in the case where

N>2, for strings constructed from :

(i) A 2 characters alphabet : the binary alphabet, 

(ii) A 4 characters alphabet : the DNA and RNA alphabet,

(iii) And a 20 characters alphabet : the proteins alphabet. 

For each of these alphabets, we have measured the performances of our algorithm

on families of 5, 10, 20 and 50 strings of, approximately, equal lengths. The construction

of each of these families is made within two steps [Ebabil 92] :

(i) During the first step, we generate randomly two strings of equal lengths, then,

we construct a 2-LCS to these two strings by using the algorithm of Wagner and Fischer

[Wagner and Fischer 74].

(ii) During the second step, we generate new strings, containing this 2-LCS, by

inserting in a random way, characters between the substrings that constitute this 2-LCS.

The set of the strings obtained in this way admits as an N-LCS the 2-LCS constructed

during the first step.

Figures Fig. 3, 4 and 5 represent the results obtained for the different processed

alphabets. All these results have been obtained through computing an average on 50

draws. The X-axis represents the strings length and the Y-axis represents the rate θ : 

For a 2 characters alphabet:
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(i) 41.06 %�θ�73.19% for families of 5 strings,

(ii) 39.31%�θ�72.03 for families of 10 strings,

(iii) 37.7%�θ�69.75% for families of 20 strings,

(iv) 34.62%�θ�66.06% for families of 50 strings.

|A|= 2

0
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50

60

70

80

50 100 200 400 800

�

| f |=5

| f |=10

| f |=20

| f |=50

Fig. 3.       Variation of the rate θ for a 2 characters alphabet.

For a 4 characters alphabet:

(i) 46.6%�θ�80.05% for families of 5 strings,

(ii) 46.76%�θ�80.35% for families of 10 strings,

(iii) 40.34%�θ�76.36% for families of 20 strings,

(iv) 36.62%�θ�71.99% for families of 50 strings.
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|A|= 4
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Fig. 4      Variation of the rate θ for a 4 characters alphabet.

Finally, for a 20 characters alphabet :
(i) 56.1%�θ�79.39% for families of 5 strings,
(ii) 58.14%�θ�83.48% for families of 10 strings,
(iii) 53.04%�θ�83.42% for families of 20 strings,
(iv) 39.78%�θ�82.32% for families of 50 strings.

|A|= 20
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| f |=50

Fig. 5      Variation of the rate θ for a 20 characters alphabet.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described A Heuristic algorithm, adopting a regions approach,

for the N-Longest Common Subsequence (N-LCS) problem, N�2. Our algorithm is
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O(N*L
2

*log(L)) in computing time, where N is the number of the strings and L is the

maximum length of a string.

Our algorithm performed good results while having a low time complexity compared to

other existing approximation algorithms [Hakata and Imai 92, Irving and Fraser 92, Vitte

96, Bonizzoni et al. 01]. We are now working on improving more the performances of this

algorithm.

A variant of our algorithm has been developed to deal with the Multiple Sequence

Alignment (MSA) problem [Elloumi and Mokaddem 08]. We have obtained interesting

results.
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